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1. INTRODUCTION 
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In the field of expert system design, problems concerning building a knowledge base are important 

topics of investigation. One of those problems is the way in which the knowledge items in the 

knowledge base are interrelated. As will become clear in the next sections, there exist situations in 

which some knowledge items are interrelated in a way which is not permitted in the field of expert 

systems. A knowledge base is called "inconsistent" if it contains illegal relationships. On the other 

hand, another often met problem when constructing a knowledge base is caused by leaving out some 

of the, for proper fllnctioning, required knowledge. This means that the knowledge base does not 

contain all information it should contain on the basis of its current contents. Such a knowledge base 

is called "incomplete". This paper provides definitions of these topics and describes a method for 

detecting inconsistency and incompleteness of knowledge bases. The knowledge base on which this 

method is based, is a rule-based one, that forms an expert system if it is combined with the expert 

system shell DELFI-2 [8]. A DELFI-2 knowledge base can be separated into two parts (as will be 

considered in section 1.1), and resembles an EMYCIN [4] knowledge base. 
In the next sections some fundamentals of expert systems and in particular of knowledge bases are 

introduced. In addition, the problems which occur with the construction of production rules are 

described and a system which assists in solving some of these problems is considered. Some basic 

definitions about propositional and first-order logic, which will be used in other sections, are reviewed 

in section two. Section three deals with the consistency of a knowledge base and in section four 

completeness is discussed. Section five considers an implementation and section six finally arrives at a 

conclusion. 

I.I. Fundamentals of expert systems 
From the beginning of the construction of DELFI-2, the aim was to arrive at an expert system which 

was separated into two parts (see fig. 1) : 

A knowledge base, with domain specific knowledge, 
A domain independent consultation program. 

A major advantage of such a separation is the opportunity to consider the two parts independently. 

In addition, it is possible to construct a new expert system, just by combining a new knowledge base 
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with the expert system shell. Because of this possibility to consider the two parts independently, this 
paper only considers the knowledge base. A description of the consultation program can be found in 
[l] and [8]. 

CONSULTATION PROGRAM 

inference trace explanation 

engine facilities facilities 

l l 
KNOWLEDGE BASE 

rule declarative 

base knowledge 

FIGURE 1. General structure of an expert system. 

One remark to be made about the "inference engine", is that it operates in a top-down, or goal-driven, 

manner, which means that a specific part of the knowledge contains goal-descriptions that initiate the 
inference process. 

As shown in figure 1, a knowledge base is also separated into two parts. The first part, which will 
be considered is the "declarative knowledge" part. In DELFI-2 and EMYCIN, declarative knowledge 
is stored in a "context tree". A more general name, which will be used throughout this paper is 
"object tree". An object tree consists of objects and attributes with the following definition : 

<object> : := object 
<identifier1> 
<identifier2> 

{<attribute>}+ 
{<object> }* 

end 



<attribute> : := attribute 
<identifier1> 
<identifier2> 
<class> 
<domain> 

{<value> }+ 
end 

<class> : := goal I notgoal 
<doma i n> : : = text I numerical I boolean 
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The identifier of an object or an attribute contains the name of that object or attribute respectively. 

That name is divided into two parts. The first part is a one word name which is used internally in the 

system. The second part of the name is a more descriptive name, which is used in the communication 

between the expert system and its user(s). An attribute of class "goal" is an attribute whose derivation 

is a goal in the consultation of the expert system, for which the knowledge base is used. With an 

object, certain attributes are associated. Objects and attributes are organized in a tree, called an object 

tree, and there is orie object called the root of that tree. An object can have some subobjects. The 

choice of dividing a knowledge base into objects and subobjects is made because of the possibility to 

split up a large knowledge base into smaller surveyable parts. A (sub)object can have a father, but 

also sons and/ or brothers in the object tree. In figure 2, object A, which has no father, is the root of 

the tree. Object B is the son of A. Both C and D are sons of B, thus they are called brothers. As the 

figure shows, each object has its own attributes, so it is possible to have two different attributes with 

the same identifier. The combination of object and attribute, however, is unique. 

FIGURE 2. Example of an object tree. 
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The objects and attributes being defined, they can be refered to in production rules having the 
following syntactic structure : 

if <antecedent> then <consequent> fi 

with 

<antecedent> 
<consequent> 
<clause> 
<condition> 
<conclusion> 
<predicate> 

: : = 
: : = 
::= 
: : = 
::= 
::= 

<clause> { and <clause> } * 
<conclusion> {and <conclusion> }* 
<condition> {or <condition> }* 
<predicate><object><attribute>{<value>}* 
<predicate><object><attribute><value> ; <CF> 
same I notsame I contains I subsetof I known I notknown 
definite I notdefinite I lessthan I lessequal I greaterthan I 
greaterequal I equal I notequal I . . . 

Some predicates are restricted to a certain domain. For example the predicates "lessthan" and 
"lessequal" are permitted for attributes with a numerical domain only. Another example is the 
predicate which is used in a condusion of a production rule. Only the predicate "same" is permitted 
to occur at that place. Each conclusion contains a certainty factor (CF). This certainty factor is an 
indication on a scale of (-1,1] how certain this conclusion is in respect to the antecedent of the rule. 
For the purpose of this paper, the certainty factor can be ignored in most situations. In situations in 
which the certainty factor is relevant, it will be introduced. 

1.2. Faulty constructions of a knowledge base 
Most problems in building a knowledge base arise in the construction of the production rules. The 
major part of these problems are due to syntactical errors. The use of a special knowledge base editor 
supports in avoiding these problems (1 ]. Such an editor assists in the construction of production rules. 
For example, an editor checks if objects and attributes which occur in a rule are defined. Similarly, 
the values of an attribute are checked with respect to the domain associated with the attribute. So, if a 
knowledge base editor is used, it will be assured that the production rules are syntactically correct and 
consistent with the object tree. Production rules that are constructed with an editor are all legal 
production rules. 

DEFINITION A production rule in a knowledge base is called legal, if and only if 
(i) All predicates used in the conditions and the conclusions are defined, and used 

properly, 
(ii) All objects are defined in the object tree, 
(iii) All attributes are defined, and combined with the right object, and 
(iv) All values are within the domain of their attribute. 
A rule is called illegal if and only if it is not legal. 

Thus the problems which can be solved by using a special editor, are syntactical problems. The other 
problems that arise can be called empirical problems and semantical problems. An empirical problem 
arises when a production rule is semantically and syntactically all right, but encodes real-world 
knowledge inadequately. Most of these rules have to be detected by the experts in the domain, 
because they are the ones who can decide whether a certain conclusion can be drawn upon the 
fulfillment of the conditions or not. A well-known system that assists an expert in this task is 
TEIRESIAS1 (2]. In section 1.3, TEIRESIAS will be considered in some detail. The last kind of 

1. The program is named for the blind seer in Oedipus the King, since the program, like the prophet, 
has a form of "higher-order" knowledge. 
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problems are the semantical problems. These problems can be detected by checking the whole set of 

production rules by comparing the rules mutually. The semantical problems can be separated into the 

consistency of a knowledge base and the completeness of a knowledge base, and are the main topic of 

this paper. 

1.3. TEIRESIAS 
TEIRESIAS co-operates with the expert system MYCIN and assists an expert in modifying and 

developing a production rule, when during a consultation, an error is detected. In a kind of "ask and 

answer-game" the expert and the system produce or modify a production rule. One remarkable fact 

of TEIRESIAS is that it uses "rule models". Rule models are "abstract descriptions of subsets of 

rules, built from empirical generalizations about those rules and used to characterize a typical member 

of the subset" [4]. Rather than being hand-tooled, the models are assembled by TEIRESIAS on the 

basis of the current contents of the knowledge base. Because of this rule models, TEIRESIAS 

"knows" that rules about a certain topic have some specific conditions. So, if a rule is added lacking 

one or more specific conditions, TEIRESIAS will suggest that something is forgotten and asks about 

it. This does not mean that TEIRESIAS adds missing things to the knowledge base all by itself; the 

expert always has the last word, and TEIRESIAS waits for approval before proceeding. Additionally 

the remark can be made that TEIRESIAS does not find empirical or semantical problems by itself. If 

the user of the expert system locates a fault, TEIRESIAS only assist the user finding the rule which 

caused that fault and assists in fixing that fault. TEIRESIAS gives the expert the opportunity to add 

rules to a knowledge base without the assistance of a knowledge engineer. Thus TEIRESIAS 

demonstrates that it is possible to forge a direct link between an expert and a knowledge-based 

system, and allow the expert to test, evaluate and correct the performance of the system. 

2. SOME BACKGROUND IN LOGIC 

This section introduces some definitions from propositional and first-order logic [5], because some of 

the results of first-order logic are needed in the next sections. Because first-order logic is preceded by 

propositional logic some propositional definitions are needed too. As the name suggests, the 

propositional logic deals with propositions. A proposition is a declarative sentence that is either true 

or false, but not both. Symbols that are used to denote propositions are called atoms. Compound 

propositions are built with logical connectives. In the propositional logic five logical connectives are 

used: 

-, (not), /\ (and), V (or), ~ (if ... then), and ~(if and only if). 

With this knowledge next definition can be given. 

DEFINITION A well-formed formula, or f!lrmula for short, is defined recursively : 

(i) An atom is a formula. 
(ii) If G is a formula, then (-,G) is a formula. 

(iii) If G and Hare formulas, then (G/\H), (GV H), (G~H) and (G~H) are formulas. 

(iv) All formulas are generated by applying the above rules. 

Each atom is assigned a truth value that is either T (true) or F (false). A formula can be composed of 

several atoms. The truth values of formulas are related to the truth values of the atoms in the formula. 

Next table represents that relationship. 
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G H --,G G/\H GVH G~H G~H 

T T F T T T T 
T F F F T F F 
F T T F T T F 
F F T F F T T 

TABLE 1. Truth values of basic formulas 

If the relationship between the truth value of a formula and the truth values of the atoms it is 

composed of, is defined, the interpretation of a propositional formula can be defined. 

DEFINITION Given a propositional formula G, let A 1'···,An be the atoms occurring in G. Then an 

intepretation of G is an assignment of truth values to A i. ... ,An in which every A; is 

assigned to either T or F, but not both. 

In the field of a knowledge base of an expert system, it is necessary to introduce some definitions 

from the first-order logic. Before presenting a definition of a formula in the first-order logic, four more 

basic definitions are discussed. · 

DEFINITION Terms are defined recursively as follows : 
(i) A constant is a term. 
(ii) A variable is a term. 
(iii) If f is an n-place function symbol and ti. ... ,tn are terms, then f(ti. ... ,tn) is a term. 
(iv) All terms are generated by applying the above rules. 

A predicate is a mapping that maps a list of constants to (T,F}. 

DEFINITION If P is an n-place predicate symbol, and ti. ... ,tn are terms, then P(ti. ... ,tn) is an atom. 

Once atoms are defined, the same five logical connectives as in the propositional logic can be used to 

build up formulas. Furthermore, since variables are introduced, two special symbols 'V and 3 are used 

to characterize variables. The symbols 't/ and 3 are called, respectively, the universal and existential 

quantifiers. If x is a variable, then ('Vx) is read as ''for all x", ''for each x" or ''for every x", while (3x) 

is read as "there exists an x", ''for some x" or ''for at least one x". A variable in the first-order logic 

can be bound or free. 

DEFINITION An occurence of a variable in a formula is bound if and only if the occurence is within the 

scope of a quantifier employing the variable, or is the occurrence in that quantifier. 
An occurrence of a variable in a formula is free if and only if this occurrence of the variable 
is not bound. -

DEFINITION A variable is free in a formula if at least one occurrence of it is free in the formula. 

A variable is bound in a formula if at least one occurrence of it is bound. 

Now, enough preparation is done to define a formula in the first-order logic. 
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DEFINITION Wellformed formulas, or formulas for short, in the first-order logic are defined recursively 

as follows: 
(i) An atom is a formula. 
(ii) If G and H are formulas, then -,(G), (G/\H), (GV H), (G.....:,H) and (G~H) are 

formulas. 
(iii) If G is a formula and x is a free variable in G, then (Vx)G and (3x)G are formulas. 

(iv) Formulas are generated only by a finite number of applications of (i), (ii) and (iii). 

In the propositional logic, an interpretation is an assignment of truth values to atoms. In the first

order logic, since there are variables involved, more has to be done. To define an interpretation in the 

first-order logic, the domain and an assignment to constants, function symbols and predicate symbols 

occuring in the formula have to be specified. The following is the formal definition of an 

interpretation of a formula in the first-order logic. 

DEFINITION An intepretation of a formula G in the first-order logic consists of a nonempty domain D 

and an assignment of values to each constant, function symbol and predicate symbol 

occurring in G as follows : 
(i) To each constant, an element in Dis assigned. 

(ii) To each n-place Junction symbol, a mapping from IY' to D is assigned. 

(iii) To each n-place predicate symbol, a mapping from IY' to {T,F} is assigned. 

For every interpretation of a formula over a domain D, the formula can be evaluated to T or F 

according to the following rules : 

1. If the truth values of formulas G and H are evaluated, then the truth values of the formulas 

-,(G), (G/\H), (GVH), (G.....:,H) and (G~H) are evaluated by using the table in the beginning of 

this section. 
2. (Vx)G is evaluated to T if the truth value of G is evaluated to T for every x in D; otherwise it is 

evaluated to F. 
3. (3x)G is evaluated to T if the truth value of G is evaluated to T for at least one x in D; 

otherwise it is evaluated to F. 

The next two definitions can be used both in propositional and in first-order logic .. 

DEFINITION A formula G is said to be satisfiable if and only if there exists an interpretation I such that 

G is evaluated to Tin I (I satisfies G). A formula G is said to be unsatisfiable if and only 

if there exists no interpretation that satisfies G. 

DEFINITION Given formulas FJ, ... ,Fn and a formula G, G is said to be a logical consequence of F1, ... ,Fn 

(or G logically follows from FJ> ... ,FnJ if and only if for every interpretation I in which 

F1 /\ ... /\Fn is true, G is also true. 

The definitions of interpretation and satisfiability are the two most important ones with respect to the 

domain of building a knowledge base of an expert system. As will become clear in the next section 

just a specific part of the first-order logic will be used. 
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3. CONSISTENCY 

When designing an expert system, one of the most important aims is, to arrive at a system which does 
not contain any undesirable rule. Especially, when more and more production rules are added to the 
knowledge base the chance of introducing faults increases. In addition; many knowledge bases are 
constructed by several people. So, for example, it is possible to have two rules which succeed in the 
same situation with the same conclusion(s). Also possible is a situation in which two different rules 
conflict, meaning that two different rules have the same conditions, but conflicting conclusions. If two 
rules are exactly the same, there are two reasons making one of those rules unwanted. First, the 
possibility exists that one of those rules will be forgotten in a situation that both have to be modified. 
Second, when those rules are used in the consultation program of an expert system, the weight they 
give to their conclusion(s) is more than wished. Additionally, it is not of any use that rules occur 
more than once in a knowledge base, because it only increases space and time requirements of 
computation. In this section a method is presented to detect situations in which such faults occur. 

3.1. Basic definitions 
To consider a production rule of a knowledge base in a more logical formulation, the following 
definitions are given : 

DEFINITION An attribute qualification is a variable of the form object.attribute. 

DEFINITION A rule-atom is an atom P(x.c), with "P" a 2-place predicate symbo~ "x" an attribute 
qualification and "c" a constant. 

DEFINITION A production rule R (also written as F~G) is defined as 
if F1 /\. .. /\Fn then G1 /\. .. /\Gm fi, 
where F1 /\ ••• /\Fn is the antecedent, and G1 /\ ... /\Gm the consequent of that rule, and 
with each F; (i=l, ... ,n) a finite disjunction of rule-atoms, called a PR-clause, and each Gj 
(j=l, ... ,m) a rule-atom. 

In relation with these definitions the (first-order logic) definition of interpretation can be reformulated 
for the "special" case of knowledge bases. 

DEFINITION An KB-intepretation of a PR-clause G, consisting of rule-atoms A 1' ... ,An is an assignment 
of truth values to A 1'···,Am in which every A; is assigned to either T or F, but not both. 

This definition of KB-interpretation is a mixture of the definitions of interpretation of propositional 
and first-order logic. 

3.2. A rule base consisting of just one production rule 
To find out whether there are any situations in which a specific production rule is undesirable the 
following definition of dependency is required. 

DEFINITION A consequent G of a production rule F~G is called dependent on F if and only if there 
exists an attribute qualification "a" for which there is a rule-atom A(a,c) in G and also a 
rule-atom P( a,d) in F. The consequent G is called independent !!f. F if and only if G is not 
dependent on F. 

If G is independent of F, then F~G does not show any relationship between antecedent and 
consequent. On the other hand, if the consequent G of a rule is dependent on F, that rule is called a 
self-referencing rule, because that rule concludes about an attribute qualification which has been 
specified in the antecedent of the rule as well. 



ExAMPLE IF a value for X is not known (after trying to establish one) 
THEN conclude that the value of X is Z 
(J)efaultreasoning) [4] 
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Many inference engines are not capable of dealing with these rules and therefore self-referencing rules 

should be detected in a knowledge base. In dealing with a self-referencing rule, which could be 

applied by the inference engine, the expert of the knowledge has to decide whether or not this rule is 

useful. Rules like the one in the last example can be very useful in a knowledge base because of their 

capability to confer default values to attribute qualifications which can not be established another 

way, but the inference engine has to provide the capability to handle such rules, else they are not 

permitted. A problem arises if in a self-referencing production rule there exist a conclusion Gj and a 

condition F; such that Gj /\F; is unsatisfiable. 

ExAMPLE if notsame(plant.colour,red) then same(plant.colour,red) fi 

Rules of this form have to be removed or modified into a rule like the first example of default 

reasoning, if default reasoning is allowed. 
Another problem occurs if in a production rule F~G, with F=F1 /\. •• /\Fn, two PR-clauses F; and 

Fj exist, with F; /\Fj · is unsatisfiable. The consequence of such a situation is that there are no KB

interpretations of FI>···,Fn such that F is true. In a knowledge base such rules are worthless, because 

the consequent G of that rule will never come true and so these rules will never contribute to the 

answer of a question in the consultation program. 
If the problems that can arise, dealing with one single production rule, are considered, a definition 

can be given for rules which may occur in a knowledge base without causing undesirable situations. 

These rules are called correct rules. 

DEFINITION If F~G is a production rule, with F=F1 /\. •• /\Fm and G=G1 /\. •• /\Gm, then that rule is 

called correct if and only if 
(i) F~G is a legal production rule. 
(ii) There are KB-interpretations of Fi, ... ,Fn such that F is true (F is satisfiable), with 

each F; a PR-clause. 
(iii) For every conclusion Gj, there is no i such that F;=-,Gj (F/\G is satisfiable). 

(iv) There are KB-interpretations of G1, ••• , Gm such that G is true (G is satisfiable). 

Otherwise, F~G is called incorrect. 

In terms of a knowledge base, to check if a rule is correct, first, it is necessary to look for KB

interpretations such that the antecedent of the rule is true. Each rule-atom of a rule consists of a 

predicate symbol, an attribute qualification and a constant. If two rule-atoms contain different 

attribute qualifications, they can be true and false independently. Only if rule-atoms contain the same 

attribute qualification, their truth values can be dependent on each other. 

ExAMPLE if 
same(plant.colour,blue) /\ 
sameCplant.colour,yellow) /\ 
lessthanCplant.leaves,6) /\ 
greaterthan(plant.leaves,7) 
then 
sameCplant.name, ••• ) 
fi 
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The first two conditions of this rule both relate to the colour of a plant. Now it depends on the 
definition of the attribute "colour" whether these two conditions can be true simultaneously. If a 
plant can have multiple colours, for example blue and yellow, the two conditions do not cause any 
trouble. The last two conditions contain another attribute qualification than the first two, so they do 
not influence the first two conditions. ·Looking at condition three and four, a contradiction is 
discovered, because they can not be true at the same time. Attribute "leaves" of object "plant" can 
not be less than 6 and greater than 7 at the same time. On behalf of this fact the rule in this example 
is incorrect, because there are no KB-interpretations of the PR-clauses such that the antecedent is T 
(true). 

To find situations in a rule in which contradicting conditions exist the following algorithm is used : 

function Rule correct Cnew : rule) : boolean; 

begin 
correct :=true; 
repeat readCconditionA>; 

Findconditions(same attribute qualification>; 
{Search for.conditions with the same object and attribute} 

if found 
~en H contradiction(conditionA,condition) 

then correct:=false 
fi 

fi 
until all conditions have been checked ornot correct 
Rule correct:=correct 

end; 

The algorithms for the third and fourth part of the definition are analogous. 

3.3. A rule base consisting of more than one production rule 
The chance of having a rule in a knowledge base which is not correct is rather small, because most 
rules are written by one author, who has a good view at that specific rule. More problems arise if we 
look at a set of production rules, which is very often constructed by several people. In this section the 
definition of consistency of a set of production rules in a knowledge base of an expert system is 
discussed. 

According to [7], inconsistencies in the knowledge base appear as : 

Conflict 

Redundancy 
Subsumption 

Two rules succeed in the same situation, but with one or more conflicting 
conclusions. 
Two rules succeed in the same situation and have some conclusions in common. 
Two rules have some conclusions in common, but one contains additional 
restrictions on the situation in which it will succeed. Whenever the more restrictive 
rule succeeds, the less restrictive rule also succeeds, resulting in redundancy. 

According to [3] one more situation causes inconsistency : 

Circularity Two or more rules form a cycle. The system will enter an infinite loop at run time, 
unless the system has a special way of handling circular rules. 



With those specific situations the definition of unwished related can be formulated. 

DEFINITION Production rules in a knowledge base are called unwished related if and only if 
(i) they are conflicting, or ---

(ii) they are redundant or partly redundant (subsumption), or 

(iii) they have a relationship, which can cause an infinite loop. 
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In this definition, subsumption is classified together with redundancy because rules which satisfy this 

part of the definition, have some conclusions in common. Finally, the definition of circularity is 

weakened to "cause an infinite loop" because in a system which prevents infinite looping, it may not 

be necessary to detect rules which are circular. 

With the definition of a "correct" rule and the definition of "unwished related", the main definition of 

section three is constructed. 

DEFINITION A set of production rules of a knowledge base is called consistent if and only if 
(i) every rule of that set is a correct rule, and 

if the set contains more than one rule, 
(ii) no· two or more" rules of that set are unwished related. 

A set of production rules containing only one production rule is consistent, if that rule is correct. 

Next, consider a consistent set of production rules consisting of more than one rule. Adding one new 

rule to that set, can render this (new) set to be inconsistent. Thus, it is necessary to check what harm 

a single rule can do to the consistency of a set of production rules of a knowledge base. In other 

words, how are the rules interrelated and in which situation is this relationship unwished. 

DEFINITION Two production rules F~K and G~L are called related if and only if there exist an 

attribute qualification "a", for which there are rule-atoms F;(a,c) and G/a,d) in F and G 

respectively, or K;(a,c) and L/a,d) in Kand L respectively. Two production rules are called 

unrelated if and only if they are not related. 

The reason, to search for related rules just by looking at the attribute qualifications, is for example 

that while searching for rules with conditions in common also rules with contradicting conditions can 

be found. For example : 

rule 1 
rule 2 

H same(plant.colour,red) then 
H notsameCplant.colour,red) then 

fi 
fi 

These two rules are found as related to each other, and as will become clear later on, it depends on 

their conclusion whether their relationship is unwished or not. 

3.3.1. Conflict, redundancy and subsumption. According to the definition of "related to", when a new 

rule (say rule A) is added to a knowledge base, different sets of rules related to this new rule can be 

made. This way, for each condition of rule A a set of rules can be constructed which are related to A 

by means of the attribute qualification of that specific condition. The sets, that are created this way, 

"belong" to a certain condition of rule A and they are therefore called condition sets. A characteristic 

of these sets is that the elements are rules which have an attribute qualification in at least one of their 

conditions in common. 
If for each condition of rule A a condition set is created, it is possible to conclude that rules which 

are not a member of the union of these condition sets, are not of interest for the purpose of finding 
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rules that can cause inconsistencies. Rules that are no member of that union are dealing with totally 
different attribute qualifications in their conditions than the attribute qualifications which are used in 
conditions of rule A. So, they need not be compared with rule A. 

Using the definition of "unwished related", rules can be selected that are a real threat to the 
consistency of the knowledge base. First take the union of all condition sets of rule A and call this set 
Gll,A. The elements of set Gll,A are rules, which are related to rule A in such a way that attribute 
qualifications exist in rule A which also occur in conditions of the elements of set Gll,A. If set Gll,A is an 
empty set it is certain that there are no two conflicting or (partly) redundant rules, because a rule 
which has some rule-atoms in its antecedent in common with rule A has to be a member of set Gll,A. If 
set Gll,A is a nonempty set, it can be divided into three disjunct sets, set I, set II and set III. 

Set I contains rules for which the set of conditions is an improper superset of the set of conditions of 
rule A or vice versa. So, if rule X is an element of set I and if Xcond is the set of conditions of rule X, 

then Xcond dAcond or Xcond CAcond· (A condition is represented by a rule-atom of the form P(a,c), thus 
a combination of predicate, attribute qualification and value.) 

I = { X E Gll,A J Xcond d Acond } U { X E Gll,A J Acond d .Xcond } 

Set II is generated by taking all rules from the difference of set Gll,A and set I, which are related on the 
basis of their conclusions. It means that elements of set II have at least one conclusion which deals 
with the same attribute qualification as a conclusion of rule A. 

II={ XE621A \I J an attribute qualification exist, 
which is used in a rule-atom of 
a conclusion of X and also in 
a rule-atom of a conclusion of A } 

Set III finally contains all rules which are an element of set Gll,A, but are neither an element of set I 
nor of set II. 

III = Gll,A \ (I U II) 

The elements of set III are not relevant any more, because they do not have any attribute 
qualification in their conc!usions in common with attribute qualifications in conclusions of rule A. 
Additionally, elements of set III have at least one condition which differs from all conditions of rule 
A, and rule A has at least one condition which differs from all conditions of rule X, if rule X is a 
member of set III. Rules which differ in at least one condition and in all conclusions can not be 
conflicting nor causing (partial) redundancy. The problem of circularity will be treated separately. 

The elements of set II have at least one conclusion concluding on an attribute qualification of a 
conclusion of rule A. Additionally, at least a part of their conditions deal with some of the attribute 
qualifications of the conditions of rule A. To decide if a member of set II and rule A can be 
reformulated in one single rule or whether or not one of those rules has to be removed because of a 
contradiction between them, most rules of set II have to be compared with rule A by the knowledge 
engineer (Maybe also the expert in the domain has to assist in solving certain problems.). On 
forehand it is difficult to say which situation can occur and how to handle in that situation. One 
situation can be considered explicit. It is when two or more rules have exactly the same conclusion 
(Rules which have more than one conclusion, can be temporarily divided into more rules with each 
just one conclusion.). As shown in the next example, rules which have a conclusion in common have 
to be modified into one new rule, with that conclusion as consequent. The antecedent of the new rule 
is constructed by taking the disjunction of the antecedents of the original rules. 

EXAMPLE X: if A(a,x) /\ CBCb,y) V CCc,z)) then K(f ,u) fi 
A: if ACa,x) /\ CBCb,y) V DCd,w)) then KCf,u) fi 

Rule X is a member of set II, because rule-atom C(c,z) of rule X is no condition of rule A and rule-
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atom D(d,w) of rule A does not occur in rule X. However they have a conclusion in common. The 

problem of these rules is that whenever rule-atoms A(a,x) and B(b,y) are evaluated to true, rule-atom 

K(f,u) is evaluated to true twice, on the ground of the same conditions, but different rules (A and X). 

This means that rule A and rule X cause redundancy. If rule A is right that K(f,u) may be concluded 

if A(a,x) and D(d,w) are true, then rule A has to be removed and rule X has to be modified into : 

X: if ACa,x) /\ CBCb,y) V CCc,z) V DCd,w)) then KCf,u) fi 

In this specific example, the two conclusions of the rules were equal, but, for example, it is also 

possible that two conclusions only differ with respect to their certainty factors. Then another solution 

has to be found. This way, set II can have several rules which have some relationship which has to be 

examined more accurate. 

The set which remains is set I. If rule X is a member of set I, two situations can appear : 

(i) Xcond=Acond 

(ii) Xcond:::) Acond or Xcond CAcond· 

Let us first discuss Xcond=Acond· Even if both rules A and X have exactly the same conditions, the 

relationship between these conditions can be different. 

EXAMPLE X: 
A: 

if A(a,x) V BCb,y) then 
if A(a,x) /\ BCb,y) then 

R(d,v) fi 
Q(c,z) fl 

Both rules contain identical condition sets, but have no further relationship. Because of this, the 

elements of set I with Xcond=Acond have to be examined by the knowledge engineer. One situation 

which can be considered on forehand is when the antecedent of rule X is exactly the same as the 

antecedent of rule A. This situation needs special attention, because now it is possible that rule A 

and rule X are conflicting or redundant. If two rules exist with the same antecedent three different 

situations can occur. First, it is possible that they have one or more conflicting conclusions. Second, 

they can have one or more conclusions in common and finally their conclusions can be independent 

of each other. The problems created by such rules can be solved by creating one new rule Z, which 

has the same antecedent as the rules A and X. The consequent of that rule Z has to consist of the 

conjunction of all conclusions of rule A and all conclusions of rule X, on the condition that : 

-- if two conclusions conflict with each other, one of them has to be removed. (the expert of the 

knowledge usually has to decide which one) 
-- if two conclusions are exactly the same this conclusion may only occur once in the consequent of 

rule Z. 
If the creation of rule Z is finished, rule A and rule X have to be removed. 

REMARK The creation of a new rule Z is not always possible. For example if production rules of 

a knowledge base are represented by Hom-clauses, each rule can have just one 

conclusion. This situation makes it necessary that rules exist which only differ in respect 

to their conclusion. The creation of a new rule Z has to be followed then by a division 

of rule Z into rules with the same antecedent, but with one conclusion in their 

consequent, in such a way that all conclusions of rule Z will be used in exactly one rule. 

The situation in which Xcond :::)Acond will be considered next. (Xcond CAcond is treated analogously.) 

This means that rule X has more conditions than rule A, but all conditions of rule A are also 

conditions of rule X. In this situation the same problem occurs as with Xcond=Acond· Although all 

conditions of rule A are also conditions of rule X it is not sure that both rules have an antecedent 

that is partly in common. This time again the rules of set I are selected for which the antecedent of 

rule A is exactly the same as a part of the antecedent of rule X. The other rules have to be examined 
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"by hand". 

EXAMPLE X: if PCa,x) /\ QCb,y) /\ RCc,z) then ••• fi 
A: if P(a,x) /\ Q(b,y) then fi 

A distinguishing mark of the rules which are considered in this section is that the antecedent of rule 
X consist of the antecedent of rule A conjuncted with some other PR-clause(s). From this collection, 
rules have to be detected that are inconsistent because of subsumption. The best way to find those 
rules is to find out whether some of the conclusions of rule X are related to conclusions of rule A. If 
related conclusions are found, a difference has been made between conclusions which are exactly the 
same and conclusions which are only related because they conclude on the same attribute 
qualification. If two conclusions are exactly the same, rule X and rule A have to be modified into 
rules without a subsumption relation (As will be considered in next example.). As defined earlier in 
this paper, a conclusion of a production rule contains a rule-atom and a certainty factor ( cf). If two 
related conclusions conclude about different values, they do not cause inconsistency in the knowledge 
base, because they conclude a different fact. In an example the situation of two rules with a rule-atom 
in their consequent in common, is considered. 

X: if f(a,x) /\ GCb,y) then KCc,z)c/=O.s /\ LCd,u)ef=o.7 fi 
A: if GCb,y) then K(c,z)c/=0.3 /\ M(e,v)c/=0.9 fi 

Rule A is added to a knowledge base in which rule X already exists. The antecedent of rule A is 
partly identical to the antecedent of rule X, and they have one conclusion in common which deals 
with the same rule-atom (K(c,z)). New in this example is the occurrence of the certainty factor which 
indicates on a scale of [-1,l] how certain a conclusion is. If the certainty factors of K(c,z) had been 
equal, then rule A and rule X should have been partly redundant, because rule X contains additional 
restrictions on the situation in which it will succeed compared with rule A, and thus whenever rule X 
succeeds also rule A succeeds with the same conclusion. Now, with different certainty factors, those 
two rules have to be modified into three rules. Rule X will remain the same. Rule A has to be divided 
in two parts : 

Aa: if G(b,y) then K(c,z)ef=o.3 fi 
Ab: if G(b,y) then M(e,v>c/=0.9 fi 

The rules X and Ab may exist together, but rule Aa is still redundant. The expert of the knowledge 
could decide to remove rule Aa, but a more usual solution is to modify rule Aa : 

Aa': if --,f(a,x) /\ GCb,y) then K(c,z>c/=0.3 fi 

This rule Aa' expresses that K( c,z) can be concluded with cf = 0.3 if only condition G(b,y) is true and 
rule X expresses that K(c,z) can be concluded with cf=0.8 if also condition F(a,x) is satisfied. In the 
situation that both certainty factors are equal, the expert has to decide whether the whole rule Aa' (or 
Aa) has to be removed or just the conclusion K(c,z)cf of rule X. 

So far, rules which are unwished related, by means of the first two parts of the definition, are 
detected. In the next part of this section the third part of the definition is considered. 

3.3.2. Circularity. The last situation in which relationships between rules occur, is when two or more 
rules form a cycle. For example : 

(1): if same(skin.colour,grey) then same(animal.nose,very long) fi 
(2): if same(animal.nose,very long) then same(animal.name,elephant) fi 
(3): if same(animal.name,elephant) then same(skin.colour,grey) fi 
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In DELFl-2 this kind of rules does not cause very much harm, because every rule can be used only 

once, thus it is impossible to have an infinite loop. But nevertheless, when checking a knowledge base 

for consistency, it is important to know which rules form a cycle. A method of finding such cycles is 

the following. Start with a knowledge base, which does not contain cycles. Next, add one new rule A 

to that knowledge base and look whether this rule causes a cycle. 
To find a cycle two methods can be used. The first method is according the following recursive 

procedure: 

procedure Find_cycles Cnew,pr rule ; found boolean>; 

begin 
Concl:=[J; {Set of rules) 
repeat read(conclusion of pr>; 

repeat FindconditionCconclusion of pr); 
{Search for a rule with a condition, 

in which the conclusion of pr is used) 
if found 
then Concl+:=[ruleJ 
fi 

until all rules have been checked 
for each element of Concl 
do If e lement<>new 

od 

then Find cyclesCnew,element,found) 
else found: =true 
fi 

until all cone lusions of pr have been checked 
end; 

If this procedure is started for the first time, the arguments "new" and "pr" are both the new rule 

which is added to the knowledge base (rule A). Then for each conclusion of rule A, a set of rules is 

created, which have that conclusion as condition. The members of those sets are treated the same way 

·as rule A, until rule A is found as a member of one of those sets, meaning that a cycle has been 

found. To find the conclusions and conditions which were causing that cycle, the rules that were used 

in the cycle shall have to be traced. If a cycle has been found and the system with which the 

knowledge base will be used does not prevent infinite looping, at least one rule in the cycle has to be 

removed or modified in such a way that no longer a cycle exists. The second method for finding 

circularities is almost the same as the first. This time the procedure starts to read conditions and looks 

for conclusions in which that condition is used. 

3.4. Modification of a production rule 
If a rule is deleted from the knowledge base, the consistency of that knowledge base is not harmed, 

because a deletion can not cause an unwished relationship between other rules. The modification of a 

rule can cause inconsistency, so if a rule is modified it has to be treated as a new rule which is added 

to the knowledge base. 
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3.5. Conclusion 
The algorithms described in section three are meant to help the knowledge engineer in detecting 

situations in which a knowledge base and in particular a set of production rules can be inconsistent. 

The algorithms detect most inconsistencies, but in a lot of situations the knowledge engineer or even 

the expert in the domain has to solve these problems. In addition to the detection of inconsistencies, 

the described algorithms select rules which have some relationship, and gives the knowledge engineer 

the opportunity to rewrite some rules. 

4. COMPLETENESS 

Where consistency is the property that all production rules are mutually compatible, completeness is 

the property that with respect to the current contents of the knowledge base no lack of information 

exists, meaning that according to the current knowledge base, its contents seems to be consisting of all 

desired knowledge. To check a knowledge base for completeness, the point of departure is the 

definition of the attribute qualifications. In the first place, every attribute qualification should be used 

in at least one production rule. In the special case of an attribute qualification with domain text, each 

legal value has to be used in at least one production rule. Obviously, an attribute qualification that is 

not refered to in any production rule is redundant. Therefore, in this section each defined attribute 

qualification is considered to be required in the knowledge base and thus is used in at least one 

production rule. The same argument counts for the legal values of an attribute qualification with 

domain text. 
To check if really all defined attribute qualifications and their values occur, all production rules 

have to be checked. If an attribute qualification or legal value is used in a rule, a mark can be placed 

in the object tree, to indicate that a certain attribute qualification or legal value is used. If all 

production rules have been checked, it is possible to identify all unmarked attribute qualifications or 

values. In addition, the knowledge engineer shall have to decide either to remove these values or to 

add rules in which the unmarked attribute qualifications occur. Values that do not occur in 

production rules are causing so-called missing rules, one of three situations in which a knowledge base 

can be incomplete. According to [3] two other types of rules cause incompleteness ~ 

(i) Unreachable rules 
(ii) Deadend rules 

The definitions of unreachable and deadend rules depend on the way the production system operates. 

In a data-driven production system these definitions should be interchanged, meaning that an 

unreachable rule in a data-driven production system is a deadend rule in a goal-driven production 

system and vice versa. In this paper the knowledge base is considered to be one of a goal-driven 

production system, because it is based on the earlier mentioned DELFI-2 system. 

4.1. Unreachable rules 
In a goal-driven production system, a conclusion of a rule should either contain an attribute 

qualification which is a goal of the consultation or match a condition of another rule. Otherwise that 

rule is called unreachable. Unreachable rules are worthless in a knowledge base, because they never 

take part in the search process. Finding unreachable rules is important, because those rules can be a 

guide for detecting more missing rules. This detection of missing rules can be considered in two ways. 

First it is possible that an unreachable rule contains attribute qualifications or values that only appear 

in that rule. Those attribute qualifications or values play no role in the knowledge base, so in fact 

they do not exist in the knowledge base, and are causing missing rules, in the way described in the 

beginning of this section. On the other hand, it can be necessary to add one or more rules to the 

knowledge base to make those unreachable rule(s) reachable. 
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4.2. Deadend rules 
A deadend rule is a rule in which the conditions are neither askable nor appearing as conclusion of 

another rule. For a deadend rule it is never possible to decide whether it succeeds or not, because at 

least one condition can not be evaluated. The problems which occur when dealing with a deadend 

rule are rather similar to the problems of an unreachable rule. This way it is possible that deadend 

rules contain attribute qualifications or values that only occur in that specific rule, and it can also be 

necessary to add one or more rules to make deadend rules "alive" again. 

4.3. Detecting unreachable and deadend rules 

To solve a situation in which unreachable or deadend rules occur, one can just remove those rules. 

However this procedure can cause other rules to become unreachable or deadend. To detect rules that 

are unreachable or deadend in a knowledge base of a goal-driven expert system, next algorithm can 

be followed : 

procedure Find_unreach~ble_and_deadend; 

begin 
deadend: = (]; 
unreachable:=[]; 
repeat read(rule>; 

repeat read(condition>; 
tt condition is not askable 
then Findconclusion(condition) 

fi 

{Search for a rule which concludes 
about the condition} 

If not found 
then deadend+:=Crulel 
fi 

until all conditions have been checked 
repeat read<conclusion>; 

tt conclusion is notgoal 
then Findcondition(conclusion) 

fi 

{Search for a rule with a condition, 
in which the conclusion is used} 

If not found 
then unreachable+:=Crulel 
fi 

until all conclusions have been checked 
until all ru Les have been checked 

end; 

In the next section another algorithm of finding rules which cause incompleteness of a knowledge 

base will be discussed. 
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4.4. Modification of a production rule 
The deletion of a rule can harm the knowledge base in respect to its completeness. It is possible that 

unreachable or deadend rules are created, or that the last reference of an attribute qualification or 

value is removed from the rule base. To check if the deletion of a rule really causes incompleteness of 

the knowledge base, the attribute qualifications and values which occur in that rule have to be 

checked. If the deletion of a rule causes incompleteness this problem can be solved by also deleting 

those attribute qualifications or values from the object tree, or by adding a new rule to the rule base 

in which those attribute qualifications or values are used. A new rule, which is added to a complete 

knowledge base only causes incompleteness, if that rule is unreachable or deadend. For each new rule 

only those two situations have to be checked. If a rule in a complete knowledge base is modified, 

some conclusions and/ or conditions are deleted and others are added. So a modified rule has to be 

treated as a deleted rule if conclusions and/ or the conditions are deleted, and it should be treated as a 

new rule for the new part of it. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CHECKING ALGORITHM 

The difference between the methods of checking for consistency and for completeness is the way the 

knowledge base is treated. Checking for consistency can be done by using induction. This makes it 

possible to check for consistency while adding a new rule to the knowledge base. Additionally this 

makes it possible to keep a not yet finished knowledge base consistent. If it is necessary to check a 

finished knowledge base for consistency, only the rules which are already checked have to be 

compared with the rule which is checked next. This means that for a knowledge base with n rules, 

maximal lhn(n-1) checks have to be done, instead of n(n-1) checks which would be necessary if each 

rule is compared with all others. 
Checking for completeness can only be done if a knowledge base is finished, because completeness 

deals with the knowledge base as a whole. 

5.1. The checking algorithm in practice 
One way to find rules which are causing inconsistency or incompleteness in practice is the following. 

While loading the rules it is possible to connect each rule to the attribute qualifications and values 

that are used in that rule in conditions and conclusions. The attribute qualifications are loaded in an 

object tree. If each attribute qualification, and for an attribute qualification with domain text each 

value, has a connection to the rule in which it is used in a condition and to the rule in which it is 

used in a conclusion, then a lot of the search process can be done with the help of these explicit 

stored relationships. For example it is possible to find rules which are related to each other in the 

sense of section three, just by looking at the object tree. Rules which are related to each other are all 

connected to a certain attribute qualification which is used in these rules. To find rules that are 

related to a certain rule, it is sufficient to use the structured object tree and it is not necessary to 

search for related rules by checking other rules in the knowledge base. In relation with completeness 

not only missing rules can be found this way, but also deadend and unreachable rules. To find a 

deadend rule, for example, it is sufficient to select attribute qualifications which are not askable. If 

one of those attribute qualifications (or values of those attribute qualifications) is connected to rules in 

which it is used in a condition, then that attribute qualification is causing deadend rules if there is no 

connection with a rule in which it is used as a conclusion. 
Based on these words, the following proposition can be stated : 

PROPOSITION Production rules which are candidate for causing inconsistency or incompleteness of a 

knowledge base can be traced by just using the object tree. 
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As was considered in the beginning of this section, the checking of a knowledge base for consistency 

is possible at the moment that a new rule is added to the knowledge base. This makes it attractive to 

built a consistency checker as part of a knowledge base editor, instead of building a separate checking 

system. This knowledge base editor then produces production rules which are syntactical correct, and 

in addition the knowledge base containing the rules is consistent. 

The checking for completeness can be done separately from the editing of a knowledge base. In 

other words, if building the knowledge base is finished, according to the knowledge engineer or any 

other person who is building an expert system, it is the right moment to start a separate completeness 

checker. On the other hand, it can be usefully to check the knowledge base for completeness at some 

earlier time, just to detect objects, attributes or values that are not used in a production rule yet. A 

first experimental implementation, based on the algorithms described in this paper, produced 

satisfiable results, meaning that missing rules and unreachable and deadend rules were located, in 

several knowledge bases. 

6. CONCLUSION 
The aim of this paper was to define and detect inconsistency and incompleteness of a set of 

production rules of a knowledge base and to discuss some algorithms to achieve this aim within the 

practice of knowledge engineering. The last proposition states a method which is practical in tracing 

inconsistency and incompleteness. If this method is integrated with a knowledge base editor, the 

constructing of knowledge bases can be done with much more reliability in respect to syntactical and 

semantical problems. The first experimental implementations seemed successful, so future efforts can 

lead to an allround knowledge base editor which assists a knowledge engineer in building syntactical 

and semantical faultless knowledge bases. 
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